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UK government did not regard the activities of the Sikh extremists with sufficient 

recognising his expertise, we do not give much weight to this point: as the 
Commissioner points out, concerned would be well aware of the n<>rr'''',,'orl 

UK failures 
_ the documents in fact tend to show how seriously the issues were taken at 
senior levels in the UK government and how hard they tried to do more within the 
bounds of the law. 



Case No. EAJ201 

context that there are a number of uuc;",c;u 

who were still alive in 2015, 

49. are unanimous. 
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Appeal No. EAj2016/0223 

SCHEDULE 

CAB 163/452 

The series is described as follows: 

War Cabinet, Ministry of Defence and Cabinet Office: Central Intelligence Machinery: 
Joint Intelligence Sub-Committee, later Committee: Seaetarlat; Files. 

The Cabinet Office seek to withhold most of the contents on the basis of section 23(1) 
FOIA; in a few cases they rely on section 24 in the alternative. In relation to a number of 
documents they also rely on section 27. 

The Cabinet Office was entitled to withhold most of the documents in this file on the 
basis of section 23(1). Individual documents falling into this cstegmy are not identified 
below. 

Folio page ref Decision and reasons 

102 CBJ'1I53-54 Disclose. 

We auept the submissions by the Commissioner that any damage to 
relations with India caused by release of this document would be 
minimal The document shows the UK government being very 
concerned to conb.'ol Sikh demonstrations during the projected visit 
of Rajiv Gandhi and a document along simllar lines (OBJ8/27) was 
released without apparent difficulty. The fact of the Tribunal's 
proceedings and the close interest therefore generated (a point 
relied on by Mr Barton in evidence) is ir1'elevant: the issue is 
whether the document should have been disclosed in 2015 in 
response to Mr Miller's request. We agree that the notion that 
disclosure of the material relating to security arrangements for such 
a visit over 30 years ago needs to be withheld for the purpose of 
safeguarding national security now under section 24 is "extremely 
far-fetchedn • 

87 CBP/130-6 Disclose except for certain passages which can be redacted: 

13 
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By the end of the hearing, it was clear that section 27 was not really 
relied on in relation to the letter. Redactions allowed are under 
section 23 as relating to security bodies or section 40 

On the telegram, section in t'elation to the 
first two passag4e8 

86 CJJ/1/137-9 Disclose except for the following passages at page 138: 

The first passage relates to security bodies: section 23 applies. The 
second is covered by section 40 in our view. The release of the 
balance of the letter involved insufficient prejudice to international 
t'elations at this distance in time to warrant withholding under 
section 27. 

85 CB/'I140-4 Disclose except for two passages on pl41 which can be redacted: 

84 CB/2/145 

section 27(2) would apply. Mr Jenkins did n ot 
have a real problem with the remainder being disclosed. 

Disclose. 

The Cabinet Office suggested that release of the document would 
cause offence to India as showing that the UK government regarded 
the proposed Sikh assembly just as a public order issue and was not 
taking Sikh separatism seriously as an existential threat to India. 
We accept the Commissioner's argument that in so far as section 27 
now applies it cannot outweigh the public interest in disclosure 
given the time that has passe~ the fact that the document shows the 
seriousness with which the UK government regarded the issue of 
the assembly and the fact that other documents on a similar theme 
have been disclosed without problem (eg OBj8J13 and 27). 

14 
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83 CB/2/146-7 Disclose. 

AsfoUo84. 

81J CBP/148-150 Disclose except for para on pl49 starting • See below under CBfJI36: it is the same document. 

72 CBP/1~ Withhold 

The bulk of this letter has been disclosed already (see OBJ8j29-30). 
The redactions are justified and indeed required by section 40. 

66L CB/2I210-1 Disclose. 

The Cabinet Office rely on section 27 to withhold these documents. 
As with other internal UK government communications on the topic 
of Sikh demonstrations, we agree with the Commissioner for the 
reasons relating to foUo 84 above. We also agree with the point she 
makes about the heightened public interest in disclosme in that the 
documents reveal the influeru!e of foreign affairs on the Home 
Office. 

661 CBptl14-5 Disclose. 

40 CBfJ/327 

As folio 66L above. 

Disclose. 

Although this document has some JlC connection the Cabinet 
Office did not claim section 23 applied to it and Mr Barton deferred 
to Mr Jenkins in relation to section 27. Mr Jenkins said it gave a 
blunt assessment of the relationship between Jndia and the UK but 
in our view its disclosure was of sOme public interest and given the 
time that has passed and the level of generality of the analysis any 
prejudice to relations with India was well outweighed by the public 
interest in disclosure. 

37K/J CBJ21332-4 Already disclosed. 

35 CB/l/339 Already disclosed. 
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30 CBf21347-8 Withhold. 

We accept that the public interest in disclosure was 
slightly outweighed by public interest in maintaining the section 27 
exemption. 

'1B/2'l CBf21355-7 Disclose. 

The Cabinet Office sclledule relies on sections 23(1) and 27(1}(a) to 
withhold these documents but at the end of the case they had 
effectively agreed disclosure. 

PREM 19/1535 

This file is described as: 

INDIA: Visits to UK by LX Jha, member of Brandt Commission and adviser to Indira 
Gbandi: meeting with Prime Minister. 

Date: 1983 JuI 04 -1985 Mar 21 

The Cabinet Office seek to redact certain passages in reliance on sections 27 and 40 of 
FOIA, and in the case of some documents in CBj2 sections 23 or 24. 

Page ref 

CBfJ/26 

CBfJ/2'] 

Decision and reasons 

Disclose. 

See below under CBf1/2'J. 

Disclose. 

These passages relate to Dr Chauhan, the self-styled lIJIresident of the 
Republic of Khalistan" who was dead by 2015; the UK Government had 
reached the view that there were no grounds for his prosecution or 
deportation and the Prime Minister was briefed accordingly. Mr Jenkins 
said in effect that disclosure would damage relations with India by 
showing that the UK were conscious of how serious Chauhan's activities 

16 
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were so far as India was concerned but still did nothing about it. It is a 
matter of pubJk record that Chauhan was not prosecuted or deported. 
There is open material relating to the steps the UK Government considered 
(see OBflV45). If anything these passages show how seriously the UK 
Government took the matter and that they would have liked to do more. 
Any prejudice to relations with India resulting from disclosure is therefore 
minimal and outweighed ~ the public interest in disclosure. 

Except for which can be 
reclacted, this document has in fact been disclosed at TNA with no 
evidence of any adverse reaction. 

The Tribunal accept that the redacted comment 
of no value to the public. 

WJ.thhold. 

We accept Mr Barton's position that this document contains infonnation 
I"t:liBUItg to bodies and refers to other sensitive security matters 

which mean that section 23 applies to the 
whole: the balan£e of the document has already been disclosed (OBJ8J5). 

CBP/28-31 Withhold. 

We accept that much. of the information in this document probably came 
from security bodies so that section 23 applies and we cannot see any 
sensible way of disaggregating other information. We also accept that it 
can be withheld under section 27 given the sensitivity of the topic (nuclear 
proliferation) and that much of information in the document comes from 
other governm~ 

PREM 19/1536 

INDIA: UK/Indian relations: situation in Punjab: activities of Sikh extremists; proposed 
visit to UK by Rajiv Gandhi in June 1985; part 4 

Date: 1984 Mar 05 -1985 May 22 

The Cabinet Office seek to withhold or redact certain documents In this file on the basis 
of section 27 and, in some cases, section 40 FOIA as well as, in CB/2 (Mr Barton's file), 
section 23 and 24. 

CB/lI30 Disclose 
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CB/1/31 

CBN32 

CBJ1I33 

CBfJ.134 

CBfJI36 

" ... . 

Case No. EAl2016/0223 

This letter concerns Mr (now Lord) Swraj Paul, a prominent UK Indian. 
We agree with the Commissioner that disclosure of a statement made 
internally to the effect that he was in disfavour in Delhi 30 years ago would 
cause minimal prejudice to relations with India if disclosed but is of 
considerable public interest in showing the way the UIq.lndian 
relationship in part is conducted through non..government actors, 
particularly in the context of the prospective "Westland" deal. As to 
section 40, given Lord Paul's prominent and very public position and the 
age of the informatio~ we do not think. he will suffer any real prejudice to 
his legitimate interests by disclosure. 

Disclose 

As for CBJ1/30. 

Redact the words 

The Commissioner did not 
words. 

Redact the words 

The Commissioner did not seek to argue for disclosure. Disclosure of the 
words was of no interest 

Redact the words 

The Commissioner did not seek to argue for disclosure. It did not seem. to 
us likely to benefit anyone and represented an invasion of 
privacy which was unwarranted. 

Disclose apart from first full paragraph 

.-------~---~-------------

----~-----------------

27(1)(a) and (2) are engaged and the public interest balance favours 
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maintaining the exemption. The Cabinet Office did not really resist 
disclosure of the balatu!e of the letter. 

CBN38-39 Redact words 

CBIl/41 

CB/l/43 

CB/l/45 

CB/l/46-7 

of little value to the public and Mr Miller. 

Disclose paragraph 2 of the cable. 

The Commissioner argued strongly that, even if disclosure may cause some 
minimal risk of prejudicing relations with India, the public interest in 
disclosure was overwhelming and the Cabinet Office accepted that the 
public interest balance was fine. We agree that the paragraph indicates that 
Sir John Treaclter (the deputy chairman of Westland) was offering some 
kind of bribe to a senior Indian politician, and, furtherm01'e, that the 
British High Commissioner and the UK government would have been 
aware of that. The public interest in disclosure of those matters is indeed 
overwhelming in our view. 

Redact paragraph beginning 

The Commissioner did not seek to argue for disclosure. Although there is 
nothing particularly new in the contents of the paragraph (and indeed they 
are reflected in open documents (see OB8J3» we accepted that disclosure of 

• • - - -- ----------------

FOIA and the public interest in maintaining that exemption would 
outweigh any public interest in disclosure. 

Redact opening paragraph. 

See below under CBf1I46-7, which goes with this paragraph. 

Withhold 

- - ------ - - -----------
- - - ----- -----------

Commissioner did not seek to argue for its disclosure. We were not 
persuaded that section 27 of FOIA on its own would have warranted the 
withholding 
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However, the document concerns who, as far as we are aware, is 
stffi alive and in the UK, and contains a deal of his data, 

usensitive personal data" 
which is all mixed up; it seems to us that section 40 of 

FDIA inevitably means that this should not be disclosed. We do not accept 
Mr MiHord's position that had somehow forfeited his rights; in 
relation to usensitive personal data" such considerations do not arise. 

Withhold. 

As for CB/1/4fJ..7; 
There is also a passage covered by section 23 of FDIA. 

CB/lJ50-52 Withhold. 

CB/lJ53 

CB/lJ54 

CB/lJ58 

CB/lJ59 

CB/1/60 

As for CB/1/46-7. 

Redact 

As for CB/l/46-7. 

Redact 

As for CB/1/46-7. 

Disclose section relating to Khan on p56 but redact the balance _ 

As for CB/1/46-7. We understand Amanullah Khan to have died. 

Redact third full paragraph. 

Section 23 of FDIA clearly appHes. 

Redact as in OB/8/29. 

As for CB/1/46-7 in relation to personal data and section 40. 

20 
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section 40 of FOIA requires redaction 

are all 
allowed on basis of section 23 as requested by Mr Barton; we understand 
that the balance of the contents of these documents has already been 
disclosed. 

PREM/19/1663 

DEA1HS. Assassination of India Gandhi, October 1984: Prime Minister's visit to India to 
attend funeral 

Date: 1984 Oct 31-1984 Dec 12. 

The Cabinet Office seek redactions of short pieces of text relating to specific individuals 
in reJ.iance on sections 27 and (in so far as the individuals are still living) 40 of FOIA. 

CB/1/62 

CB/1/63 

Redact sentence 

I 

Redact words 

section 'Z1 applies and the potential prejudice 
outweighs the public interest in disclosure. 

- - - ----------- -----------

- - -,----------. -~ 

covered by section 40 of FOIA in our view. 

Redact 
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We consider that it is covered by section 27 and that 
the public interest in its disclosure is slight and that it should be redacted. 

Redact_ 

Disclose 

We are at a loss to see any basis for the redaction of the comment that 
Princess Anne was due to dine with Mrs Gandhi on the evening of her 
assassination on 31 October 1984. This seems to be a IIknee-jerk" reaction 
to the mention of royalty. 

Disclose 

Likewise the fact that a brief had been prepared for Princess Anne which 
was attached to the file for the Prime Minister. 
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